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Seas and oceans cover more than 70% of the Earth’s surface,
host the majority of its biomass, and contribute significantly to all
global cycles of matter and energy. All life on Earth most likely
originated from microbes in the sea. In today’s marine
ecosystems, following billions of years of evolution, microbes
such as Bacteria, Archaea,viruses, fungi and protists (including
microalgae), dominate the living biomass.
All three domains of life comprise microorganisms while Bacteria
and Archaea are comprised exclusively of microorganisms. All
macroorganisms are Eukarya but the vast majority of the
eukaryotic phylogenetic groups are nevertheless also
microorganisms.

Introduction

Three domains of life

 The enormous microbial diversity also gives rise to a largely
untapped amount of genetic information, bioactive compounds
and biomaterials which could deliver important benefits and
applications of societal interest, for example, to improve medical
treatments, fisheries and aquaculture applications, the supply of
energy and for the development of industrial products and
processes.
 Marine microorganisms are of critical importance to the health of
our environment and our well-being. They are integral to all major
biogeochemical cycles, fluxes and processes occurring in marine
systems where elements move between oxidised and reduced
forms. Microbes are extremely abundant and diverse and produce
and release carbon products that are key in the regulation of the
Earth’s climate, particularly CO2 and CH4.



Marine microorganisms also provide
essential goods and services to our
society in terms of production of oxygen,
supporting sustainable supply of food,
regulating the health of the marine
environment and providing an largely
untapped source of genetic information
and biomolecules for use in industrial and
medical applications and products.

Professional Prospects

Symbiotic microorganisms

Oceans and coastal waters, including estuaries, harbour
a tremendous diversity of Bacteria, Archaea, viruses,
fungi, protists and microalgae able to transform C-, N-,
P- and S-containing compounds in ways that influence
their availability for biological production. Thus, the
metabolism of marine microorganisms maintains the
major biogeochemical cycles on Earth, including the
significant production of oxygen required for aerobic life
and the biological removal of carbon. The balance of all
these cycles and compounds controls the dynamics of
all ocean biomes. Thus, studying the ecology of marine
microbial communities is essential for an understanding
of ecosystem function.

Biogeochemical cycle

Definition
The diversity of a microbial consortium can vary and change with
environmental factors (operating parameters) like for example
temperature, ammonium concentration and CO2 concentration.
Different types of microbes can sometimes perform different functions
and sometimes complement each other.
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